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Abstract
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The extreme wildfires events recently registered in different parts of the world high-
lighted again the importance of wildfire smoke’s impact on the society and the economy.
In Portugal, during the 2017 October wildland fires, several air quality monitoring stations
from the Portuguese networks registered dangerous levels of atmospheric pollution due
to smoke.

In the scope of a national project called SmokeStorm, we aim to develop near-real-time
smoke dispersion forecasts to be used by Portuguese stakeholders, with sufficient detail in
time and space. Therefore, the recent module developed within the CHIMERE air quality
model—the APIFLAME—was tested to calculate the daily fire emissions and their impact
on air quality. In addition to the current APIFLAME approach for emissions estimation,
which is based on satellite data and global model fuel load, a bottom-up approach was
used. This relies on local data about fuel characteristics, including fuel load, and burned
area, as well as emission factors particularly selected for the specific burnt vegetation. The
possibility to apply CHIMERE-APIFLAME considering these two approaches improves its
applicability to high spatial resolutions and the flexibility to different input data, together
with the chance of merging burned area and fire radiative power satellite observations.

In this paper, the characteristics and impact of the plumes from the major fire events
that occurred in October 2017 in Portugal are studied using CHIMERE-APIFLAME. Emis-
sions were calculated with both approaches and the smoke plume dispersion and chemistry
was simulated, allowing us to estimate the impact on the local, regional and national air
quality. The obtained results were compared with monitored air quality data with a bias
less than 30%. The performance of the modelling system, as well as the high air pollution
estimated levels, support the SmokeStorm proposal for the development of a near-real-time
smoke dispersion forecasting system.
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